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ON THE INTERNATIONAL NEED FOR THE ADVANCED STUDY OF READING

Ja
The Un

es T. F.eming
versity at Albany

'And so to completely analyze what we dO when
we read would be the acme-of a psychologist's achieve-
ments, for it would be to describe very many of the
most intricate workings of the human mind, as well as
to unravel the tangled story of the most 'remarkable
specific performance that civilization has learned in
all its history. Edmund Burke Huey, The P$ychology

n(7npl 8

of
p
1.Z_e:c.ling. -New York: The Macmillan

_ _ _

'We have some difficulty in this. country.eon-
:vincing Universities that reading is a suitable study
for higher degree' woi,k.' Dr. Elizabeth Goodacre,
Consultant to the Center fonthe Teaching of Reading,
Reading, England, personal communication, 4th March

-1976.

The two citations above bring into sharp focus the related

-concerns of my paper: an appreciation of the complexity of

the processes of reading, learning to read (Smith 1971) and

reading instruction (Smith, Goodman & Meredith, 1976) and the

corresponding commitment to resolve through research some of

the ambiguities surrounding-these m st basic-human acts. What

amounts to almost three-quarters of a century separating the

two statements points up additionally the degree of my concerns.

One is not res ricted to per-onal communications, either, in

co ing across refe- ences to- reservations by one or another group

or institution regarding the relative worth of the advanced

study of 1,64.ing. John Downi-g (1975) and DonaId Moyle (1975)

esented at the Reading ASSOCId ion of Ir land, St.
Pa ick's College Dublin, Ireland, September 23-25 1976.
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generally seem to echo Dr. Goodacre's sentiment in their re-

spective reactions to the 'Bullock Report in the recent special

issue oZ the UKRA journal Readinz,. An example of similar

points of view expressed in the United States can be found in

the editorial comment of a recent Issue of the Reading Research---=:
uarterlv. Citing a poling of individuals who had participated

in a preconference (international Reading Association, New

Orleans, 1974) institute on improving reading research, Roger

Farr and Semuel Weintraub noted that although the "general

response to the content of the institute was quite'favorable-,-

a number,of the respondents regretted the emphasis on basics,

having hoped fur exposure to the mor- advanced aspects of

reading research. This suggests that there is a potential demand

some seminar of this advanCed nature (Farr and Weintraub,

1975:3).

Acknowledging these Well-put cases ind -ating the,need

the advanced -tudy of reading makes all the more unfoi--tUnate

the fact that although the act of reading has served as the

mode of data.collection for much psychological research--to name

but one area--the notion of reading as more than a vehicle for

research in aleas other than reading too often receives only

limited support in some academic quarters. In short, there

still are far too many a_ndividuals for whom reading, or at least

one or'another aspect Of rea ing, is not yet established as a

field of study worthy in its own right of the most _driousl

scholarly attention.

4
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In this paper I cannot hope to document adequately t-

hIstory of reading research support, even restricting my

comments to efforts, mounted in the United States. However,

reference, to _ome should-indicate still further the need for

broader and expanded, sustained support There have been som_

,expensive, federally iunded projects which have not been all

that fruitful; hopefully some suggestions from, this paper

reflecting the need for basic research might lead t_ more pr

ductive outcomes. All the notions are not novel, but all -1

trust, __erit a hearing or rehearing when one is seeking to

Auiderstand reading.

-As several have noted (Calfee,, 1975; Gibson S Levin, 1975)

Jlere seems to be a:great deal-to pay7-and- write and readabout

to teach -reading; despite-the--fact: that there is little
-\

knOwn,in any satisfying faehion about some Very.basic facets

reading. Note, for one example, the enormous number cf

;pew and reyised representative texts on reading instrtction

'which are published in the United States alone. Note also-the

ndN f in-tructional material which'are px4odu ed annually, as

ell as the vast array of articles published in joUrnals. Most

texts instructional materials, and too many articles reflect

,no awareness of the findings of good reading research, much:

less indi-ate implications for-the use of these results.

There.ar -.some notable exceptions of course. MarieClay's

Reading: The Patterning:of Complex Behavior. (1972) is both

rare and exemplary as a text on teaching reading:which has as
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it's base muCh of her own fine research and that of others.

What I have seen of the Open University materials developed

England under John Merrittls leadership and initended for

reading teacher- suggests a like, laudable source. _As for the

characteristict of much instructio al material intended for

young pupilt, one has to hunt very diligently to find, research-

based support.here With journal articles, one interested

the advanced study of reading simply.learns at an early age to

,be discriminating. .
Or to read very, fast.

An,overview of the status of reading research in the

Uhited States would show an uneven pietu're-of progress in terms

f usable research results; federally funded support also would

-- be teen as uneven. Academi_ and professional.school commitment

-
Would be seen as an olde-, more strongly sustained source of

'Oupport: wit e s as one example the long-endowed Milliam S.

,Gray Chair for Reading Research at the'University of Chicago,

-one of the most prestigious priv-te universities in.Americsa.

jn spite of severe financial difficulties being experieneed by

Many institutions of higher education in the Unite&States,

one is heartened by the kn_ ledge that there remains the sort

of commitment necestarl to satisfy the_need for'the advanced

,study of reading. This encouraging tote is reflected in an'

advertisement which appeared in a 1976 issue of a major Ame ican'

educational researeb,journal:

-The University of Delaware is seeking
:to fill a sePior level position witha dis-
-tinguishea researcher in the psychology of

reading. The position, a gift of the Upidel
Foundation, is an endowed chair in-the Depart-
ment of Educational Foundations for someone
with an imPortantsand continuing basic re-
parch-program in reading -(American Educati- al

ReSearch'Association Journal, 1978).
6
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Only relatively recently has there been a shift to an

interdisciplinary'approach to the problems of basic reading

research. Many of the advanced studies of reading conducted

through the support of 2122isst Literacy (Levin & Williams

1970) significantly involved for the first time psychologJ_sts

-d linguists in cooperative efforts. Much of this researeh

was initiat_d in the early 1960's. As with many attempts at

interdi ciplinary efforts these .basic studi s frequently

manifested the strengths of acknowledged leaders in their

respective disciplines. They also pointed-up, hoWever, the

strains to be found whenever cooperation is new ind the,pointo

Df view, methods of research and modes of analysis. differ
a

Substantially across researchers. This -tate.of affairs would

,be-reflected through the end of the 1960's and into the 1970's

whether one looked at coll-ctions of papers aime&at

ling aspects Of reading processes (GoOdman, 1968) or edited

collections which tried to initiate links between, for exaLple

psycholinguistics

; -Woodman 6 Fleming, 1969).

and-the teaching of reading
.

In any discussion of adVanced studies of reading conducted

recently..in the United States, at leaSt three major, critical

reviews of the research literature, 11 produced in the early

19705, should be taken into account. The distinguished

psychologist, John B. Carrol's,'(1971) report to the National

:Academy of Education represented an attempt to set .goals for

needed reading research. So too were the Targeted Research

7
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Program co-orcUnated at Rutgers under the direction of John

Davies (1971) and the Task Force report on Linguistic Communication

_sponsored by the international Reading Association, :dited by

George Miller (1973). Although all three took note of or

involved some of the most talented linguists, psychologists

and reading speeidlists, to name but a few groups, all th ee

dbeument_ nonetheless, could be:termed 1ttoo diffuse", as

Calfee (1976:42) has aptly noted. His extended comment on

these'reports is pertinent.

fi

They tended to be more 'basic' -than
applied--most dealt little if at all
with regular classrooms. And none
eventuated in a very clear statement
of priorities in reading research
(Calfee, 1976:42).

Reflecting the same spirit of concentrating on a small

number of basic issue- the edited proceedings of two confer-
/

ences in the lea t, should be noted also. Language Ear.'

and hy. edited by Kavanagh,S Mattingly (1972) has been

extremely influential in fOcusing debate on the nature of the

relationships between speech and reading and encouraging a_

continuing range of related research. Apart from its, dese veci

influence, traceable in large part.to the level of sophistication

of the individual papers, one would, be well-urged to give a

most careful reading to-Eleanor Gibson-s prefactory re arks

(Kavanagh. & Mattingly, 1972: 3-19) complemented by George

Miller's sobering reflections on the conference, many of which.

Would have to be characterized as reflections of some wide-
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ranging di appointment noting in particular as he'did the

unnecessary narrowness of many or the concerns explored at

the conference (Kavanagh & Mattingly, 1972:377). Others

similarly-have noted the absence of much attention, for example,

to the semantic aspects of reading (TuinMan & Fleming, 1974).

Guthriel (1976) editing of the conference proceedings

of the Blumberg svmposiu

interdisciplinary natu

refl cts even more vividly the

e of recent investigations of reading

processes This perhaps is mot noticeable WI-

the neurological and affective

acquisition (Guthrie, 1976:3).

h re,.peot to

variablee pertinent to reading

Moreover, there is greater

explicit attention given to research efforts involving disabled:.

populations--those exhibitng various acquired readihg disturbances.

In spite of these major contribUtiens, Calfee _ judgment

tot) basic-,' at the cost,opplication,.s-0.11 stands,-

particularly if-one looks for a sense-of relatedness. This C.

criticism should hot-be seen as diSParaging ongoing and needed

basic efforts aimed at resolving important questions about

reading processes-:-whether the question involves notions of

segmentation or phonemic recoding (rleming 1976) \for example.

Rather, the c_iticism should be 17egarded as constructive

encouragement toward trying to broaden the :context of inves-

tigations, where necessary, and, where possible, showing the

relationof.the research to the world of regular classroomS.

What follows' are some notiols which-represent areas

advanced studyareas which, if exploited ea efully,

better tor the understanding of. reading in relation

instruction.

in need

may allow

to reading
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As many have observed lately, the areas _of memory and

comprehension in relation to reading sd-ddenly are receiving

attention after a long period of neglect; this is especially

apparent es debate increases over the need to identify mean-

ingful units in reading and reading acquisition, or as-Frank

Smith (1975) has put it, "on making sense."

With regard to systems of assessment, Calfee strongly

suggests that "...we do not need new tests; we need new ways

cif testing (Calfee, 1976:11J." And on the over-use and misuse

of correlational studies, he reminds us- in tinily fashion that

"correlation is not causality; it is not true that it gets__

&old out at night because the stars come out (Calfee, 1976:46).".

There is also ample evidence to support his view that- there

-exists powerful and ivaried experimental techniques for both

'basic and applied research in reading. Ohnmacht (1970); for
a
e

one, has had some insightful things to say with respect

izidiVidual differences in reading. More recently he and Wei s

(Ohnmacht'S Weiss, 1976) have shown in an interesting way how

rigorous reading research -may be conceptualized and-conducted

when accommodation is made to circumvent the typi ally depicted,

static nature of 'the processes..

Another aspect of readihg much in need of advanced study

is prefera ly in naturalistic settings the documentation of'

the-notmal acquisition of reading. Not sliscounting the enormous

methodological problems to beA6vevcome a strong case can be

made for such an apprOach, given the great strides'gained by

10
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a similar approach in investigating chi dren's acquisition

oral language (Brown, 1973). One of the only attempts

to do for reading what has= been 'done for oral language can

be seen in the work of Ragnhild Söderbergh (1971) in her
_

monograph [in English]" Reading in early childhood:

lingLli!ti,study -of a Swedish reschOol child_ gEodill

OC uisition Of reading abili- Currently she.is conducting .

'some exciting.work on normal hearing and deaf children's

learning=to read-between the ages of two and five--a project

which she reported on at the'Georgetown University Round'Table

on Languages and L

1976). -Ackno7ledg

nguistics in Washington, D.C. (March.11-13

ng ,he difficulties of such research, mo e

efforts ii kind should be:encouraged. .The -number of case

studies of reading disabilities we have on,record speaks loudl

for the current imbalance here.

In attempts to broaden the context Of our advanced' studies,

-11 of -hich shouldbring more into line the realities.of

learning contexts--in that they hardly are liMited to Sehool

settings, pa ticularly formal_settings--we would be well-advised

to take note of some efforts on-the one hand, which have pro

yoked a gre- = deal of notice and, on the othc , some'which have

yet to be very well developed. In the first instance, the'

long run of Sesame Street on American television networks

stands as an example of an iffiaginative effOrt to put technology

in the service of apply ng SoMevery basic reading research

findin-- (Lesser, 1974). In the second instance, efforts to
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use the anthropolo ist's skills and insights in investigating

reading processesand particularly the processes of reading

-instruction; have only, barely begun. -McDermott's (1976)

piece on illiteracy and social stratification; recently re-
_

printed in the newly-revised second edition,of Iheoretleal

_
ModelOand Processes of Reading (Singer 0 Ruddell, 1.970) stands

-out as an impre sive source for increasingly import'ant lines n

of researCh. In this eame vein; one would wish for' some

productive incorporation of,- for example, Sinclair,et al.

-(1972) work [in England] .on classroom discourse analysiS in

;the development of observation systems to be used in" classrooms

whore reading instruction is taking place. It seems possib1e-

that in thiS sense a more refined way of investigating the

'language of instruction could be developed, which'in turn.eould-

, well give us a much clearer picture of-what might be,termed

the- communidatiVe context f reading instruction, This entire'

area remains as.a rich- source of some pioneering effort

particularly, when linked, Tor example,- with notions of uS ng-

the vernacular as the initial medium of-instruction as Macnamara

(1966) has explored in hiS work in Ireland.,
\

In sum, these few areaS Which havebeen mentioned 1-7,epre

sent a biased sample of dome directions for advanced Study-

believed.to offer some potential for more-comprehen'sive, pro-

-ductive probes toward understanding reading than somd-others
-

which have enjoyed almost our'excIusive attention. Serious

cansideration of even a few should convince the harShest skeptic

of the need to know more. More:about reading; learning

1-2
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ead, and'instruction in reading. If one acknowledges bo

the paucity of our'current knowledge along with the coffiplexity

of.the tasks in our.ileed to know, there ought to folIow7support

or basic and'applied efforts which should correspond in

magnitude to the nature and scope of the challenge'. I am

convinced:that. no one groupno matter how solid or impressive':

'the coa n--is capable of coMing to terms adequately .with

all these tsk. Nor, is dile nation. Simply put' there 'is a

need for more pioneers of research in reading (McCullough5

1976). If reading truly is to be considered ah international

concern we.must Piles's' berder-',to establieh more broadly..the'.

case fOr-i tts.-imporance; on lllythe'wil1 there be priority
-. . .

.

.b-Ccorded to the-need for-advanced_study.::-Hopefuly the

aci.s.enced study- I-reading then will ,reflect even mdre of a

operative international effort than the promising works

hich already-have brought together oughout the world

hose Who 'seek to enhance opportunitieb for literacy within

.the broades-Lsocial context.
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